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Cultist Cosplay Costume Hi guys, this video is with the cultist cosplay costume tutorial, and this
costume is based on the cultist from HL2 and its elements are the same. Costume includes the full
body suit, boots, sword, and knife. The costume I wear is a size small/medium so don't go too big on
the sleeves. This video is without sounds, so just enjoy the video :) Any suggestions are welcome and
don't forget to thumbs up,like, comment and subscribe. Thanks, DING. LINKS Pinterest - -- Cultist
Cosplay Costume From HL2; Based on the cultists from hl2 Materials Used: BlackPants, Shirt, Shirt
Cuffs, belt, shirt cuffs sleeve, shirt sleeves, phone, mobile, pockets FancyPants, Boots, hat, dagger,
fake tattoos Gloves, stick, bow Full Mask - House of Harley - they have a beautiful custom made to fit
with this costume facebook.com/page/IlleanaBoon/ Instagram - Twitter - Google+ - -- World: HL1,
HL2, BotW All part of the Valve collection The game is also worth playing, it makes you a little
hungry :P [Left 4 Dead 2] Genre: Shooter, Survival Horror Developer: Valve Publisher: Valve
Corporation Release Date: November 20, 2009 --- [Cultist Cosplay Costume Tutorial] It took me so
long to make this costume Like and Subscribe for more made by me Subscribe: First there was
Aline, a girl that I have been following on Twitter for a while. Then she made a cultist cosplay
costume and I have been dreaming of doing this ever since. So i planned this cosplay after seeing it
and soon enough I created Aline. I tried to make this as accurate as possible and hope you like it. I
added the audio because I think it would help you better understand all the parts of the cosplay.
Hopefully you find all the materials that I used to make this costume easily
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